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Under onsideration for publiation in Formal Aspets of Computing
Generating Tests from BSpei�ations and Dynami SeletionCriteria1J. Julliand, P.-A. Masson, R. Tissot and P.-C. Bu�eLIFC, Universit�e de Franhe-Comt�e16, route de Gray F-25030 Besan�on Cedex Franefjulliand, masson, tissot, bueg�lif.univ-fomte.frAbstrat. This paper is about generating tests from dynami seletion riteria alled test purposes, inaddition to strutural tests, obtained from stati seletion riteria. We present a method that re-uses abehavioral model and an abstrat test onretization layer developed for strutural testing, and relies onadditional test purposes. We propose, in the B framework, a proess of test generation that uses the symbolianimation mehanisms of LTG (Leirios Test Generator) based on onstraint solving, and guided by the testpurposes. We build for that a B model that is the synhronized produt of a behavioral B abstrat modeland a test purpose desribed as a labelled transition system. We prove the orretness of this method, andshow some experimental results obtained on the IAS ase study. IAS is an industrial smart-ard platformdediated to the operations of Identi�ation, Authentiation and eletroni Signature. Our experiments showthat the tests obtained from test purposes are omplementary to the strutural tests.Keywords: Model-Based Testing, Test Purpose, IAS Case Study.1. IntrodutionBmodels are well suited for produing funtional tests of an implementation by means of amodel-based testingapproah [BJK+05, UL06℄. This approah, as is desribed in Se. 5 and illustrated by Fig. 8, proeeds bywriting a formal behavioral model (M) of the expeted funtionalities of a system. This model is an abstrationof any real implementation, and is supposed to provide a reliable view of the implementation under test (IUT).By applying seletion riteria, a test generation tool an automatially extrat tests from the model. Thesetests are partiular \exeutions" of the model. They are sequenes of operation alls, with values of theirparameters and their results as predited by the model. The tests are abstrat sine they have the same levelof abstration as the model. They are onretized by a onretization layer (CL) to beome exeutable onthe IUT. Comparing the results returned by the IUT with the ones predited by the model allows deliveringa verdit of the tests.Strutural testing uses stati (syntati) seletion riteria, essentially providing ontrol ow and data1 Researh partially funded by the Frenh National Researh Ageny ANR (POSE ANR-05-RNTL-01001) and the R�egionFranhe-Comt�e.Correspondene and o�print requests to: J. Julliand, P.-A. Masson, R. Tissot and P.-C. Bu�e



2 J. Julliand, P.-A. Masson, R. Tissot and P.-C. Bu�eoverage of the model. The tests exerise the funtionalities of the system by diretly ativating and overingthe orresponding operations. Industrial studies have proven the eÆieny of the method to detet faultsin an implementation (see for example [EFHP02, BLLP04℄). Writing M and CL is an important e�ort, butthe ost is justi�ed by the possibility to automatially ompute a great number of smart test ases, with Mas an orale. Nevertheless, stati seletion riteria appear to be insuÆient to exerise the IUT in tortuoussituations. We think for example of some senarios of attak of systems requiring strong seurity guarantees.Our objetive is to bene�t from M and CL to ompute some additional tests that use a partiular senarioas a seletion riterion.The senario an be desribed by means of a test purpose (TP), whih we onsider as a dynami (semanti)seletion riteria that orhestrates the suessive alls of the operations of the model. The tests extratedfrom the model by means of a test purpose are sequenes of operation alls orresponding to the senario.The ontext of this work is the test generation from B models2. We use LTG (Leirios Test Genera-tor) [JL07℄, the test generator from Smartesting3, to automatially extrat abstrat tests from a behavioralmodel written in B. LTG uses a onstraint solver for omputing the tests. LTG produes strutural testsby applying stati riteria to over all the paths of the ontrol struture of every operation. Moreover, it ispossible to assist the generation of tests by providing LTG with sequenes of operation alls that desribethe shape of the expeted tests. We have validated our approah on IAS, an industrial standard for smartards.Our main ontribution in this paper is to de�ne in the B framework a proess that uses LTG for generatingabstrat tests, but with a dynami seletion riterion, provided to LTG in the shape of a set of sequenesof operations, desribed by a TP. Also, we have performed experiments that show that these tests are newtests w.r.t. the ones obtained from stati riteria.We give in Se. 2 some preliminary de�nitions to our work. IAS, the ase study on whih we haveexperimented our approah, is desribed in Se. 3. Setion 4 de�nes test purposes, and proposes a languagedediated to their expression. The model-based testing proess with stati riteria using LTG, as well as ourproess based on dynami riteria, are introdued in Se. 5. Setion 6 desribes how to ombine a behavioralmodel and a test purpose to obtain a B model for the test generation. Our experimental results are given inSe. 7. We onlude, ompare our proposition to related works and expose some future works in Se. 8.2. PreliminariesThis setion gives the bakground required for reading the paper, with respet to B in partiular. We givegeneral notions about B abstrat mahines. We de�ne the notions of B trae and B exeution. We also de�nethe restritions due to the targeted appliation lass and to the ontext of test generation.First introdued by J.-R. Abrial [Abr96℄, a B abstrat mahine de�nes an open spei�ation of a systemby a set of operations. Intuitively, an operation has a preondition and modi�es the internal state variablesby a generalized substitution. An operation is provided with a list of parameters and an return results.We address a partiular lass of spei�ations. Our spei�ations are defensive, i.e. we assume thatan operation terminates whenever it is invoked with well typed parameters. That means that we onsiderenvironments that respet a ontrat: they always all the operations with well typed parameter values. Wealso assume that any operation returns a status word (the term is borrowed from the smart ard world)that odi�es a report of its exeution. Therefore in the remainder of the paper, operations are de�ned as inDef. 1.De�nition 1 (Operation). Let Si be a substitution. Let swi be a status word and pi be a list of parameternames. Let Ti(pi) be a typing prediate on pi. An operation named opi is de�ned as swi  opi(pi) =PRE Ti(pi) THEN Si END.For de�ning a B abstrat mahine, we need to remind the reader of the notions of B prediates and Bgeneralized substitutions. B prediates on a set of variables x are denoted by P (x), R(x), I(x), T (x), . . . Inthe remainder of this paper, the prediate I(x) denotes an invariant and T (p) denotes a typing prediate onthe parameter variables p. When there is no ambiguity on x, we simply denote the prediates by P , R, I , . . .2 This paper is a revised and extended version of a paper [JMT08b℄ previously presented at the ABZ'08 onferene.3 http://www.smartesting.om, formerly Leirios Tehnologies.



Generating Tests from B Spei�ations and Dynami Seletion Criteria 3We denote by S the B generalized substitutions and by E, F , . . . the B expressions. Expressions are typed asnatural, boolean, set, funtion or relation. Relations between two sets A and C are denoted as A$C. Totaland partial funtions are respetively denoted as A!C and A 7!C. A pair of elements related by a relationor a funtion is denoted as a 7! . Given a substitution S and a post-ondition R we are able to ompute theweakest preondition P , suh that if P is satis�ed, then R is satis�ed after the exeution of S. The weakestpreondition, de�ned in [Abr96℄, is denoted by [S℄R. We denote by hSiR the expression :[S℄:R, intuitivelymeaning that if hSiR is satis�ed, then a omputation of S exists terminating in a state satisfying R. Givena B substitution S, a partiular prediate denoted by prdx(S) de�nes the relation between the values of thestate variables x before the exeution of S and the values of the state variable x0 after the exeution of S.prdx(S) is the before-after prediate of S. It is de�ned in Def. 2. B abstrat mahines are de�ned as in Def. 3.De�nition 2 (Before-after prediate). Let S be a substitution. The before-after prediate prdx(S) isde�ned as prdx(S) = hSi(x = x0).De�nition 3 (B Abstrat Mahine). A B abstrat mahine M is a tuple hx; I; Init; OP i where� x is a set of state variables,� I is an invariant prediate over x,� Init is a substitution alled initialization,� OP is a set of operation de�nitions as in Def. 1.We denote as XM (where X 2 fx; I; Init; OPg) a omponent of the B model M. If there is no ambiguityon the model that is onsidered, we simply denote it by X . A model M de�nes a set AM of operation namesand a set PredM of B prediates over the state variables x of M.The test ases are �nite exeutions. We �rst de�ne the notion of B trae of a B abstrat mahine inDef. 4. Intuitively, a B trae is a �nite sequene of operation names starting after the initialization.De�nition 4 (B Trae). Let M = hx; I; Init; OP i be a B abstrat mahine. A trae is a �nite sequene�M = Init; op1; op2; : : : ; opn where opi is the name of an operation (2 AM) de�ned in OP as in Def. 1.Several exeutions an be assoiated to a B trae beause, for any operation opi, there are possibly severalparameter values vi of pi that satisfy the typing prediate Ti(pi). As an be seen in Def. 5, an exeution isan instane of a B trae with parameter values for every operation all that satisfy the preondition Ti(pi).De�nition 5 (B Exeution). Let M = hx; I; Init; OP i be a B abstrat mahine. Let �M = Init; op1; op2;: : : ; opn be a trae of M. �M = (op1(v1); w1); (op2(v2); w2); : : : ; (opn(vn); wn) is an exeution assoiated to �M,denoted by �M 2 ExeB(M; �M), if there is a sequene of state variable values u0;u1;u2; : : : ;un, a sequeneof status words w1;w2; : : : ;wn and a sequene of parameter values v1; v2; : : : ; vn suh that� [x0 := u0℄prdx(Init),� for any i 2 1::n: [pi := vi℄Ti(pi) ^ [x; x0; swi; pi := ui�1; ui; wi; vi℄prdx(Si).Sine we assume our spei�ations to be defensive (i.e. the preonditions are limited to typing prediates),there is at least one exeution assoiated to a B trae if Ti(pi) is a satis�able typing prediate. Thanks tothat, we assume that the exeutions respet the preonditions, i.e. the environment (simulated by the testgenerator) always alls the operations with well-typed parameter values. In other words, the test generatorhooses parameter values that satisfy the preondition, i. e. the typing prediate Ti(pi). Moreover, theoperation all opi(vi) from the state ui�1 gives the new state variable values ui and returns the status wordwi. ui�1, ui, wi and vi satisfy the before-after prediate of Si.3. IAS Case StudyThis work was done in the framework of the RNTL POSE projet, that brings together industrial (GEMALTO,SMARTESTING, SILICOMP/AQL) and aademi (LIFC/INRIA CASSIS projet, LIG) partners. The aimof the projet was the validation of the onformity of a system to its seurity poliy, espeially for smartards.Experiments have been made with a real size industrial appliation, the IAS platform. Prior to theprojet, a behavioral model in B had been written by the LIFC and SMARTESTING, from whih strutural



4 J. Julliand, P.-A. Masson, R. Tissot and P.-C. Bu�e
DF: file_02

DF: file_01

MF: (root)

PIN: pin_02

DF: file_03

EF: file_04KEY: key_01Fig. 1. A sample IAS tree struturetests had been omputed and exeuted on an IAS implementation by GEMALTO. We have extended thesetests with tests omputed from dynami seletion riteria.IAS is a standard for Smart Cards developed as a ommon platform for e-Administration in Frane, andspei�ed in [GIX04℄ by GIXEL. IAS provides servies to the other appliations running on the ard. IASonforms to the ISO 7816 standard.The �le system of IAS is illustrated with an example in Fig. 1. Files in IAS are either Elementary Files(EF), or Diretory Files (DF), e.g. file 01 and file 02 in Fig. 1. The �le system is organized as a treestruture whose root is designed as MF (Master File).The Seurity Data Objets (SDO) are objets of an appliation that ontain highly sensitive data suhas PIN odes (e.g. pin 02 in Fig. 1) or ryptographi keys that protet another data. They an be used torestrit the aess to some of the appliation data.The aess to an objet by an operation in IAS is proteted by seurity rules based on seurity attributes.The aess rules an possibly be expressed as a onjuntion of elementary aess onditions, suh as Never(whih is the rule by default, stating that the ommand an never aess the objet), Always (the ommandan always aess the objet), or User (user authentiation: the user must be authentiated by means of aPIN ode).Let us present the variables of the model that we use in a forthoming example of a test purpose givenin Se. 4.3. Let X ID be a set of X identi�ers, where X is either DF, PIN, OBJ or SDO. The variableurrent DF (2 DF ID) stores the urrent seleted DF. The variable pin 02 dfParent (2 PIN ID 7! DF ID)is a partial funtion that assoiates to a PIN the DF where it is loated. The variable rule 2 obj (2SDO ID [ falways; neverg $ OBJ ID) is a relation that assoiates to a SDO the objet that it protets. Ifthe objet is always (resp. never) aessible, then the SDO is replaed by the value always (resp. never).The variable pin authentiated 2 df (2 PIN ID$ DF ID) is a relation that assoiates a PIN with the DFwhere the owner of the PIN is authentiated.Consider for example the data struture shown in Fig. 1. The prediate pin 02 7! file 01 2pin 02 dfParent is true sine the PIN objet pin 02 is loated in the DF file 01. The prediate pin 02 7!file 02 2 rule 2 obj is true if the aess to the DF file 02 is proteted by a user authentiation over theSDO pin 02. If pin 02 7! file 02 2 pin authentiated 2 df is true, then the aess to the DF file 02is authorized, otherwise it is forbidden.The servies provided by the IAS platform an be invoked by means of various APDU4 ommands. Someof these ommands allow the reation of objets: for example, PUT DATA OBJ PIN CREATE reates a PIN ode,CREATE FILE DF reates a DF, . . . Some are used to navigate through the �le system, suh as SELECT FILE DF -PARENT or SELECT FILE DF CHILD. Some set the values of attributes: for example, RESET RETRY COUNTER is for resettingthe PIN try ounter to its initial value, CHANGE REFERENCE DATA is for hanging a PIN ode value, VERIFY sets avalidation ag to true or false depending on the suess of an authentiation over a PIN ode, . . . Otherommands are for hanging the life yle state of �les, suh as DEACTIVATE FILE, ACTIVATE FILE, TERMINATE FILE,or DELETE FILE, . . .In aordane with APDU ommands, the IAS platform responds to a ommand by means of a statusword (i.e. a odi�ed number), whih indiates whether the APDU ommand has exeuted orretly or not. Ifnot, the status word indiates the nature of the problem that prevented the ommand from ending normally.4 Appliation Protool Data Unit - it is the ommuniation unit between a reader and a ard; its struture onforms to theISO 7816 standards



Generating Tests from B Spei�ations and Dynami Seletion Criteria 5OP ::= operation namej "$op"j "$opnf" OPLIST "g"OPLIST ::= operation namej operation name "," OPLISTSP ::= state prediateFig. 2. Syntati Rules for the Model LayerCHOICE ::= "j" j "
"Fig. 3. Syntati Rule for the Test Generation Diretive Layer4. Test PurposeWe see a test purpose as a means to exerise the system in a partiular situation, for example w.r.t. aproperty. Based on his know-how, an experiened seurity engineer will imagine possible senarios in whihhe thinks the property might be violated by an erroneous implementation. He desribes the senario as atest purpose.We have de�ned in [JMT08a℄ a language to express suh test purposes. It is based on regular expressionsand allows the engineer to oneive its senarios in terms of states to be reahed and operations to be alled.We present the language in Se. 4.1. The starting non-terminal of its grammar is SEQ. We give its semantisin Se. 4.2, and show a test purpose example in Se. 4.3.4.1. Language for Test Purposes DesriptionWe designed the language to be as generi as possible w.r.t. the modelling language used to formalize thesystem. The language is strutured as three di�erent layers: model, sequene, and test generation diretive.The model layer is for desribing the operation alls and the state properties in the terms of the behav-ioral model M. This layer onstitutes the interfae between M and the test purposes, and is the only onethat is modelling language dependent. The sequene layer is based on regular expressions and allows thedesription of the shape of test senarios as sequenes of operation alls leading to states that satisfy somestate properties. The test generation diretive layer is used to deal with ombinatorial issues, by speifyingsome seletion riteria intended for the test generation tool.We give the syntax of eah layer. An example of a test purpose issued from the IAS ase study an beseen in Se. 4.3.4.1.1. Model LayerThe syntax of the model layer is given in Fig. 2. The rule SP desribes onditions as state prediates over thevariables of M. The rule OP allows for desribing the operation alls, either by an operation name indiatingwhih operation is alled, or by the token $op meaning that any operation is alled, or by $opnfOPLISTgmeaning that any operation is alled exept one from the list OPLIST.4.1.2. Test Generation Diretive LayerThis part of the language is given in Fig. 3. It allows to speify guidelines for the test generation step. Wepropose one diretive aimed at reduing the searh for instantiations of the test purposes.The rule CHOICE introdues two operators denoted as j and 
 for overing the branhes of a hoie. LetS1 and S2 be two test purposes. Then S1 j S2 spei�es that the test generator must generate tests for bothS1 and S2. S1 
 S2 spei�es that the test generator must generate tests for either S1 or S2. This diretive istaken into aount by the unfolding funtion that will be shown in Fig. 10 and explained in Se. 5.2.4.1.3. Sequene LayerThis part of the language is given in Fig. 4. The rule SEQ is the root of the grammar for desribing a TP as



6 J. Julliand, P.-A. Masson, R. Tissot and P.-C. Bu�eSEQ ::= OP j "(" SEQ ")" j OP " (" SP ")"j SEQ "." SEQj SEQ REPEATj SEQ CHOICE SEQREPEAT ::= "*" j "+" j "?"j "f" num "g" j "f" num ",g" j "f," num "g" j "f" num "," num "g"Fig. 4. Syntati Rules for the Sequene Layera regular expression.A step of a sequene is either an operation all as denoted by OP (see Fig. 2) or a subsequene of operationalls that leads to a state satisfying a state prediate, as denoted by OP  (SP).Sequenes an be omposed by the onatenation of two sequenes, the repetition of a sequene or thehoie between two sequenes. We use the usual regular expression repetition operators (* for zero or manytimes, + for one or many times, ? for zero or one time), augmented with bounded repetition operators (fngmeans exatly n times, fn,g means at least n times, f,mg means at most m times, and fn,mg means betweenn and m times). Notie that using the operators * and + possibly de�ne in�nite sets of tests. To be ofpratial interest, they will have to be instantiated by the test engineer as expliit numbers some time inthe proess. Using these operators in a test purpose allows the engineer to postpone this deision.4.2. Semantis of the Test PurposesThe semantis of a test purpose expressed in our language is given as a labelled transition system in Def. 6.The semantis of a test purpose TP is bound to a B abstrat mahine M that is the spei�ation of thesystem under test. We say that TP is de�ned on M. We give a unique name to any transition in a setT = ft1; t2; : : : ; tng. The binding between the semantis of TP and M is suh that the transitions of thesemantis of TP are labelled by the names of the operations of M in AM, and a state prediate of PredM onthe variables x of M is assoiated to any state of the semantis of TP.De�nition 6 (Semantis of a Test Purpose). The semantis of a test purpose on a model M is a tuplehQ; q0; T; �; ;Qf i where Q is a �nite set of states, q0 2 Q is the initial state, Qf � Q is the set of terminatingstates, T 2 T ! (Q � 2AM � Q) is a �nite set of labelled transitions that are named and denoted byti 7�! qi�1 opi! qi, � 2 Q ! PredM is a total funtion that assoiates a state prediate, denoted by �(qi),with every state, and  2 Q 7! fj;
g is a partial funtion that assoiates with every soure state of a hoieexpression its kind of operator.To lighten the voabulary, in the remainder of the paper, the word test purpose is used both for designinga test purpose expressed in our language, and for designing its semantis.De�nition 7 (TP Trae). A �nite sequene of transitions �TP = t1; t2; : : : ; tn is a trae of a test purposeTP if there are qi 2 Q and opi 2 AM suh that for any i 2 1::n, ti 7�! qi�1 opi! qi 2 T and qn 2 Qf .Given a trae �TP, there are zero or many exeutions of �TP on the B abstrat mahine on whih TP isde�ned.De�nition 8 (TP Exeution). Let M = hx; I; Init; OP i be a B abstrat mahine. Let �TP = t1; t2; : : : ; tnbe a trae of a test purpose TP = hQ; q0; T; �; ;Qf i de�ned on M. �TP = (t1(v1); w1); (t2(v2); w2); : : : ;(tn(vn); wn) is an exeution assoiated to �TP, denoted by �TP 2 ExeTP(M; �TP), if there are a sequene ofstate values of TP q0; q1; q2; : : : ; qn, a sequene of state variable values of M u0;u1;u2; : : : ;un, a sequene ofstatus words values w1;w2; : : : ;wn and a sequene of parameter values v1; v2; : : : ; vn suh that:� [x0 := u0℄prdx(Init),� for any i 2 1::n: ti 7�! qi�1 opi! qi 2 T ,� for any i 2 1::n: [pi := vi℄Ti(pi) ^ [x; x0; swi; pi := ui�1; ui; wi; vi℄prdx(Si) ^ [x := ui℄�(qi).We have de�ned in Def. 6 the semantis of a test purpose as a labelled transition system. We obtain it asfollows. We �rst express the regular expressions as normal forms, based on the three following basi operators:onatenation, denoted by ".", hoie denoted by "j" or "
", and repeat denoted by "*". The other repetition



Generating Tests from B Spei�ations and Dynami Seletion Criteria 7operators are rede�ned from these three basi operators. The instanes of the onstrutions "$op", "$opnf"OPLIST "g" and OP " (" SP ")" are olleted as they are, into a set L of atomi symbols. Seond, from thesenormal forms, we ompute an automaton hQ; q0; T 0; ;Qf i where T 0 is a set of labelled transitions in the setQ�(AM[L)�Q and  is a partial funtion in Q 7!fj;
g. We apply the usual transformation rules of a regularexpression into an automaton to get it. There is however a little di�erene with the usual rules due to our twohoie operators: with , we label the state on whih the hoie ours with the orresponding hoie operator.Third, assuming that the name t of every transition in T is unique, we transform the automata hQ; q0;T 0; ;Qf i that we have obtained into transition systems hQ; q0; T; �; ;Qfi as follows.Let ops be an OPLIST, a be an operation name in AM, b be an operation name in AM [ f$opg and spbe a state prediate:� t 7�! q AM! q0 2 T if q $op! q0 2 T 0 or q $op (sp)! q0 2 T 0,� t 7�! q AMnfopsg! q0 2 T if q $opnfopsg! q0 2 T 0,� t 7�! q a! q0 2 T if q a! q0 2 T 0 or q a (sp)! q0 2 T 0,� for every state q0 2 Q, �(q0) = V(qi2Q and qib (spi)! q02T 0) spi ; otherwise �(q0) = true.A test purpose TP de�nes a set of �nite traes that represents a set of symboli test ases. We all eahtrae a TP trae (see Def. 7). A TP trae is a �nite sequene of transitions that is well formed w.r.t. thetransition relation of TP. To be preise, let us notie that it is atually one of the set of sets of �nite traes,due to the test generation diretive represented by the funtion  and the operator 
. For example, thesemantis of the regular expression (a j b):( 
 d) is one of the four following sets of TP traes: fa:; b:g,fa:d; b:dg, fa:; b:dg or fa:d; b:g. These symboli test ases must be instantiated as test ases (non symboli),alled TP exeutions (see Def. 8) by a symboli animator from a behavioral model M and some overageriteria. In Def. 8, an exeution is a �nite sequene of pairs made of an operation all provided with thevalues of its parameters, and the expeted status word value returned by the operation all.The exeutions are easy to ompute by a test generator when the TP traes are sequenes of transitionnames whose labels have all been instantiated, i.e. in whih there is no $op label on the transition. Bak-traking may be neessary to satisfy the onstraints set by the prediates for the states to reah, and theenabling onditions of the operations.As for the B exeutions, several TP exeutions an be assoiated to a TP trae for the same reasons. Butin the TP exeutions, every operation all opi(vi) must moreover lead to a state that satis�es the target stateprediate �(qi) whih is assoiated to the target state qi of the test purpose. For that, in Def. 8, we haveadded the following ondition for any i: [x := ui℄�(qi). Consequently, it is also possible that no exeutionis assoiated to a TP trae if there is no sequene u1;u2; : : : ;un of state variable values that satisfy thesequene �(q1); �(q2); : : : ; �(qn) of target state properties.4.3. Test Purpose ExampleHere, we exhibit one of the test purposes written for the experimentation of our approah. We wanted totest a property saying that \to aess an objet proteted by a PIN ode, the PIN must be authentiated".We have written a test purpose that auses the loss of the PIN authentiation in all possible ways, and thentries to aess the objet. The test purpose is given in two stages: the initialization stage and the ore testingstage.Figure 5 presents the initialization stage of the test pattern in four steps, aiming at building the datastruture required on the ard to run the test. The DF file 01 and file 02 and the PIN pin 02 arenames of objets that are de�ned in the desription of the TP. Their types are de�ned from the types ofparameters that they instantiate. Notie that the target state prediates are expressed in the test purposeas B prediates over the objets delared in the TP and the state variables of the B model M (see Se. 3for the explanation of the variables used in this example). The aim of the �rst step is to reate a new DFdenoted file 01. The seond step aims at reating a PIN objet denoted pin 02 into the DF file 01 andgaining an authentiation over it. The aim of the third step is to reate the DF file 02 into the DF file 01.Finally, the last step aims at setting the urrent DF to file 01 in order to start the ore of the test. Theresulting data struture is that of the dashed irled part of the Fig. 1: the DF file 02 is proteted by thePIN pin 02 for all ommands.



8 J. Julliand, P.-A. Masson, R. Tissot and P.-C. Bu�eCREATE FILE DF (rule 2 obj[f�le 01g℄ =falwaysg ^ urrent DF = �le 01) // P1. PUT DATA OBJ PIN CREATE . VERIFY (PIN 2 dfParent(pin 02) = �le 01^ �le 01 2 pin authentiated 2 df[fpin 02g℄) // P2. CREATE FILE DF (rule 2 obj[f�le 02g℄ = fpin 02g ^ urrent DF = �le 02) // P3. SELECT FILE DF PARENT (urrent DF = �le 01) // P4Fig. 5. Example of a test purpose | initialization stage. (VERIFY j CHANGE REFERENCE DATAj (RESET . SELECT FILE DF CHILD) j RESET RETRY COUNTERj (SELECT FILE DF PARENT . SELECT FILE DF CHILD)) (urrent DF = �le 01 ^ �le 01 =2 pin authentiated 2 df[fpin 02g℄) // P5. SELECT FILE DF CHILD (urrent DF = �le 02) // P6. CREATE FILE DFjDELETE FILE j ACTIVATE FILE j DEACTIVATE FILEj TERMINATE FILE DF j PUT DATA OBJ PIN CREATEFig. 6. Example of a test purpose | exeution stageWe have given in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 a label to eah target state prediates, so we an refer to it afterwards.These labels appear as double slashed omments on the right hand of eah prediate: // P1, // P2, et.Figure 6 shows the ore testing stage, desribing the test purpose of a suessful authentiation afterall possible ways to lose an authentiation. First, the pattern desribes the �ve possible ways for losing theauthentiation over the PIN pin 02 (for instane, a failure of the VERIFY ommand or a reset of the retryounter). The aim of the seond step is to selet the DF file 02, with the ommand SELECT FILE DF CHILD.The �nal step of the test pattern desribes the appliation of six ommands, with the urrent diretory �lebeing file 02 in order to test the orretness of the aess onditions.The omplete test purpose is represented as an automaton in Fig. 7. The edges are labelled by theoperation names of the pattern and the labels in the verties refer to the target state prediates Pi of Fig. 5and Fig. 6. Prediate true denotes a state that is not onstrained.5. Model-Based Testing ProessesThis setion �rst desribes a model-based blak-box testing proess using stati strutural seletion riteriato ompute tests from a model. Then we omplete this proess by using a dynami seletion riterion (TP)instead of stati ones, to ompute additional tests. This approah is implemented within the Leirios TestP1 true P2P3P4 P5P6true
CREATE FILE DF PUT DATA OBJ PIN CREATE VERIFYCREATE FILE DFSELECT FILE DF PARENT VERIFY. . .CHANGE REFERENCE DATA SELECT FILE DF CHILDCREATE FILE DF. . .PUT DATA OBJ PIN CREATEFig. 7. Automaton assoiated to the test purpose example
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Fig. 8. Funtional Model-Based Test Generation ProessGenerator (LTG) tool [JL07℄ from Smartesting, that takes B models as inputs. The LTG test omputationalgorithm, presented in [CLP04℄, is based on strutural overage riteria of the operations of the model.5.1. Model-Based Testing with Stati Seletion Criteria5.1.1. Model-Based Testing ProessThe proess for omputing model-based funtional tests is summarized by Fig. 8. The proess is made ofthree steps.� Test Generation. A set of funtional tests is �rst statially omputed from a behavioral funtional modelM aording to some stati seletion riteria. In our ase, the test generation is performed by LTG. Thetool omputes test targets from the model aording to ontrol ow, deision, ondition and data overageriteria, as further detailed in Se. 5.1.2 and Se. 5.1.3.� Conretization. As the tests omputed have the abstration level of the funtional model M, they have tobe transformed into onrete tests, at the level of the implementation under test (IUT). This step relieson the onretization layer whih maps the operations and data of M to the operations and data of theIUT, as further explained in Se. 5.1.4.� Exeution. In this step the verdit is given by the omparison between the outputs predited by M asinluded in the onrete tests, and the outputs given by the exeution of the IUT on the data appearingin the onrete tests (see Se. 5.1.4).The dashed irled parts in Fig. 8 show what in the proess will be reused to generate tests from dynamiseletion riteria (TP), in addition to the funtional ones. This will be performed by replaing the abstratfuntional tests entering the right hand dashed irled part by abstrat dynami tests generated from afuntional model M and a TP as it is shown in Fig. 10.The next three setions detail the omposition of the test ases, the generation of test targets by appli-ation of stati overage riteria and �nally the onretization of test sequenes into exeutable sripts.5.1.2. Test Case CompositionThe purpose of the model-based testing approah of LTG is to ativate the operations of the B model.More preisely, it fouses on a path-overage of the ontrol ow graph of the operations, in whih eahpath is alled a behavior. Thus, eah operation is overed aording to its struture, by extrating its nestedbehaviors. Eah behavior is omposed of two elements: an ativation ondition and an e�et that desribesthe evolution of the state variables if the ativation ondition is satis�ed.For eah behavior, a test target is de�ned as its ativation prediate (alled deision). The tests overingthe behavior will be onstituted of a preamble that puts the system in a state that satis�es the ativationprediate of the behavior. To ahieve that, ustomized algorithms automatially explore the state spaede�ned by the B model and �nds one path from the initial state to a state verifying the target. LTGautomatially selets the shortest preamble that reahes the test target. It is equipped with a onstraintsolver and proeeds by symboli animation to valuate the parameters of a test sequene.
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��Fig. 9. Composition of a LTG test aseApart from the preamble, a test is thus omposed of the 4 elements shown in Fig. 9. The test body onsistsof the invoation of the tested operation with the adequate parameters so that the onsidered behavior ise�etively ativated. The identi�ation phase is a set of user-de�ned operation alls that are supposed toperform the observation of the system state. Their invoation when playing the test ase on the IUT willmake it possible to ompare the onretely observed values w.r.t. their expeted values omputed from themodel. Finally, a test ase is ended by a postamble that is an optional sequene of operations alls that resetsthe system to its initial state so as to hain the test ases together.5.1.3. Coverage Criteria for Test Target GenerationFrom the previous basi de�nition of a test target, based on the overage of the struture of the operationmodel, two other model overage riteria an be applied, namely prediate and data overage. These riteriaare seleted by the validation engineer.Prediate overage makes it possible to inrease the test targets number, and possibly their error de-tetion abilities. This provides a mean for satisfying lassial prediate overage riteria that are: (i) DeisionCoverage (DC) stating that the tests evaluate the deisions (eah ativation ondition) at least one, (ii) Con-dition/Deision Coverage (C/DC) stating that eah boolean atomi subexpression (alled a ondition) in adeision has been evaluated as true and false, (iii) Modi�ed Deision/Condition Coverage (MC/DC) statingthat eah ondition an a�et the result of its enompassing deision, or (iv) Multiple Condition Coverage(MCC) stating that the tests evaluate eah possible ombination of satisfying a prediate. In pratie, dif-ferent rewriting rules are applied on the disjuntive prediate form of the deisions, so as to re�ne the testtargets in order to take this overage riteria into aount (for more details see [UL06℄).Data overage makes it possible to indiate whih of the test data have to be omputed in order toinstantiate the tests. The options, applied to operation parameters and/or state variables, propose a hoiebetween: (i) all the possible values for a given variable/parameter that satisfy the test target, (ii) a smartinstantiation that selets a single value for eah test data, or (iii) boundary value overage, for numerialdata, that will be instantiated to their extrema values (minimal and maximal values).5.1.4. Exeutable Sripts and VerditsOne the abstrat test ases have been omputed, they have to be translated into the test benh syntax soas to be automatially exeuted on the IUT. This is the onretization step.To ahieve that, the validation engineer has to provide two orrespondene tables. One of these tablesmaps the operation signatures of the B model to the ontrol points of the test benh. The other one mapsthe abstrat onstant values of the B model to the internal data values of the IUT. By using an appropriatetranslator, a test sript is automatially generated into the syntax of the test benh, ready to be run on theIUT. The orrespondene tables and the translator implement the onretization layer.For eah test, the verdit is established by omparing the outputs of the system in response to inputs sentas the suessive operations. The onretization layer is in harge of delivering the verdit, by implementingfuntions that perform the omparison. In this ontext, the more observation operations (identi�ation phaseof Fig. 9) are available, the more aurate the verdit is.Limitations This approah aims at ensuring that the behaviors desribed in the model also exist in theIUT, and their implementation onforms to the model. Nevertheless, this approah su�ers from severallimitations.First, the preamble omputed by LTG is always the shortest path from the initial state to the test target.As a onsequene, possibly interesting senarios for reahing this target may be avoided. This implies a lak
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Fig. 10. Proess for Generating and Exeuting Tests from a B model and a Test Purposeof variety in the omposition of these preambles, whih may avoid revealing errors. Seond, the preambleomputation is bounded in depth and/or time. This may prevent a test target from being reahed.To overome these limitations, we now present a model-based testing approah that onsists of usingdynami seletion riteria to ompute new tests w.r.t. the ones issued from LTG.5.2. Model-Based Testing with Dynami Seletion CriteriaOur proess for generating tests uses a test purpose TP as seletion riterion and a B behavioral funtionalmodel M as orale. The omplete proess is desribed by Fig. 10. Notie that the dashed irled parts arethe same as in Fig. 8, showing what is reused from the previous proess. Here we replae the omputation ofabstrat funtional tests based on stati seletion riteria, by a omputation of abstrat dynami tests basedon a TP. The abstrat dynami test omputation is made in three steps:� synhronize M and the semantis of TP in MTP,� ompute the set of TP traes �TP unfolding the semantis of TP,� ompute the set of TP exeutions (abstrat dynami tests) from MTP and the set of TP traes.Computing the abstrat test ases is obtained by a symboli animation of the TP traes on a B mahineMTP that is the synhronized produt between the B model M and the test purpose TP. The synhronizedprodut between M and TP is omputed aording to the expression in B that is given in Se. 6. The resultis a B mahine MTP whose exeutions are the possible exeutions from M that onform to TP. Besides, TP isunfolded as a �nite set of TP traes (see Def. 7) �TP, i.e. as sequenes of transition names (eah one labelledwith an un-parameterized operation all) de�ned aording to TP, but without the target states. This setomputes all the TP traes whose last state is terminating, and whose length is lower or equal to a maximumlength de�ned by the tester.We use LTG to instantiate the TP traes. LTG is also a B trae (see Def. 4 in Se. 2) animator, used bythe test engineer to validate its models and manually omplete the tests sequenes. A TP trae is a B traeof MTP. LTG proeeds by symboli animation. Notie that any other tool with similar apabilities ould beused for that purpose. The priniple is to \guess" values for the parameters of the operations that makeit possible to exeute the sequene of operations as desribed by a partiular trae �TP of the test purposeTP. In other words, TP exeutions are omputed by LTG animation apabilities from TP traes and MTP.The parameter values are omputed in LTG by a onstraint solver, that �nds some values that make thesequenes of operations of �TP reah the target states given in the TP. No exeution is omputed when thetarget states are impossible to reah. The status words are also omputed as expeted by MTP for theseparameters. Additionally, from one TP trae �TP, LTG will try to ompute a TP exeution.The tests omputed by this proedure have the abstration level of the model M of the system and mustbe onretized as explained in Se. 5.1.1 in the item entitled Conretization.



12 J. Julliand, P.-A. Masson, R. Tissot and P.-C. Bu�eMACHINE MVARIABLES xINVARIANT IINITIALISATION InitOPERATIONS. . .swi  opi(pi) =PRE Ti(pi) THEN Si END. . .END
MACHINE MTPINCLUDES MSETS Q = fq0; : : : ; qngVARIABLES CqINVARIANT Cq 2 Q/* Cq : urrent state of TP */INITIALISATION Cq := q0OPERATIONS/* for any ti 7�! qi�1 opi! qi 2 T *//* we de�ne an operation ti s.t. */. . .swi  ti(pi) =PRE Ti(pi) THENSELECT Cq = qi�1 ^ 9(x0; sw0i) �(prdx(Si) ^ [x := x0℄�(qi))THEN swi  opi(pi) jj Cq := qiENDEND;. . .ENDFig. 11. Combination of a model M and a test purpose TP on M6. Combining a Model and a Test Purpose for Dynami Seletion of TestsIn Fig. 11, we de�ne how to express in B the synhronized produt MTP of a behavioral model M desribedas a B abstrat mahine, and a test purpose TP on M. MTP inludes the abstrat mahine M so that it anread the state variables x of M, and it an synhronize any transition t of TP with a all to an operationof M labelled by t. The variable Cq represents the urrent state reahed by the last transition exeutedin the test purpose TP. The initial state is q0. For any transition ti (suh that T (ti) = qi�1 opi! qi), wede�ne an operation also alled ti in MTP. Its parameter values must satisfy the typing prediate Ti(pi) of theoperation opi that is alled by ti. This operation is enabled if the urrent state is qi�1 and if there are statevariable values x0 and a status word value sw0i after ti that satisfy the before-after prediate of the body ofthe operation opi and the target state prediate of the test purpose �(qi). When these onditions hold, theoperation ti alls the operation of M opi and plaes the system in the target state qi of the test purpose.Theorem 1 establishes the soundness of the method. For a TP trae �TP = t1; t2; : : : ; tn (see Def. 7), any Bexeution (see Def. 5) of the B omposed abstrat mahine MTP for the B trae �MTP = InitMTP ; t1; t2; : : : ; tnis a TP exeution (see Def. 8) of �TP on the abstrat mahine M. Theorem 2 establishes the method om-pleteness.Theorem 1 (Soundness). Let MTP be the B omposition of a B model M and a test purpose TP on M asin Fig. 11, and let �TP be a TP trae then,ExeB(MTP; InitMTP ; �TP) � ExeTP(M; �TP):Proof. The proof relies on the fat that, the di�erene between the B exeutions of the model M and theTP exeutions of M, is that, the target prediate �(qi) holds in every target state qi of the TP exeution.This ondition is also satis�ed in the B exeution of MTP sine we add this ondition in the guard of itsoperations ti (see Fig. 11). Moreover, it is obvious that the B exeutions of MTP and the TP exeutions ofM ompute the same sequene of states as TP, and exeute the same sequene of operation alls as M.Theorem 2 (Completeness). Given a B omposition MTP of a B model M, a test purpose TP on M anda TP trae �TP,ExeTP(M; �TP) � ExeB(MTP; InitMTP ; �TP):The proof is straightforward.Our implementation with LTG omputes the B exeution of MTP with the semantis given in Def. 5. Itis sound, but not omplete beause the onstraint solving algorithm is time limited.



Generating Tests from B Spei�ations and Dynami Seletion Criteria 13Test purpose ℄ operations ℄ transitions ℄ statesTP1 12 13 12TP2 10 17 14TP3 9 15 12Table 1. Test purposes desription7. Experimental ResultsIn this part, we report and omment the results of an experimentation done with a seurity-based B modelof IAS, whih is 1032 lines long and ontains 12 B operations and 19 states variables. This model fouses onaess ontrol, and in partiular on user authentiation by means of a PIN ode.In Se. 7.1, we present the goal of our experiments. We dedue from this objetive the riteria that wemust evaluate to reah it. Then we propose an experimental protool. In Se. 7.2, we present the experimentalresults, and we onlude in Se. 7.3 with the analysis of the results.7.1. Goal, Means and Proess of ExperimentationThe goal of our experimentations is to answer the question of the omplementarity of the test ases generatedfrom dynami seletion riteria, w.r.t. the test ases generated from stati seletion riteria. We have toaddress two points to reah this goal:� we need sets of test ases generated either with dynami or stati seletion riteria,� we need overage evaluation riteria in order to ompare the di�erent test suites.As for the �rst point, we have generated four test suites (see Table 2) named LTG, TP1, TP2 and TP3.The LTG test suite have been generated using C/DC stati seletion riteria with the tool LTG. The threeother test suites have been generated using dynami seletion riteria in the shape of three test purposesnamed TP1, TP2 and TP3. Table 1 gives the number of operations, the number of transitions and thenumber of states of eah test purpose. The �rst test purpose, that is de�ned in Se. 4.3, aims at produingtest sequenes ombining di�erent ways to lose the authentiation over a PIN ode with the launhing ofdi�erent ommands proteted by this PIN ode. The seond test purpose aims at validating the orretinterpretation of an aess rule, in a ontext where a onfusion ould our between two di�erent PINobjets, due to the omplexity of the IAS objet referene mehanisms. The third test purpose aims atheking the behavior of the appliation when an authentiation over a PIN objet is ombined with �le lifeyle hanges.As for the seond point, we have deided to evaluate the overage of eah test suite with respet to aommon frame of referene. Diretly taking the IAS model as a referene for omparing the overage of thetest ampaigns woul not have been a good hoie for two reasons: �rst, the number of states and transitionsis too big and seond, the part overed by a partiular test purpose would be too weak to give signi�antresults. Thus, we have deided to generate an abstration of the model by fousing on variables giving a goodpoint of view of the states of the system targeted in the test purposes. This abstration has been omputedby the GeneSyst tool [BPS05℄. This tool omputes a symboli labelled state-transition system from a Bmodel and the desription of the symboli states that we want to observe, i.e. the domain deomposition ofthe hosen variables. In our ase, the graph produed for IAS was made of 18 states and 497 transitions.In order to obtain an abstration whih is relevant with respet to the observation of the system, andin partiular the aess ontrol based on user authentiation by means of a PIN ode, we have hosen threevariables. These variables are: urrent DF that models the loation of the urrent diretory; df2 dfParent5that represents the struture of the diretory tree; and pin authentiated 2 df that indiates the authen-tiation status of a PIN ode inside a DF. This hoie of variables gave us an abstration well suited to theobservation of the overage of the tests produed with the test purposes TP1 and TP2. But this abstrationis not well suited to study the overage of the tests generated from the test purpose TP3. This is due to thefat that TP3 aims at testing the ombination of the authentiation mehanism with �le life yle hanges.The variable representing the �le life yle state has not been taken into aount to produe the abstration,5 This funtion assoiates eah diretory with his parent.



14 J. Julliand, P.-A. Masson, R. Tissot and P.-C. Bu�eTests ℄ tests Average length Min length Max lengthLTG 65 2.5 1 5TP1 35 9.4 9 10TP2 66 9.5 8 11TP3 88 6.9 5 8Table 2. Test generation results Tests ℄ tests State overage Transition overageLTG 65 5/18 = 27.78 % 33/497 = 6.64 %TP1 35 9/18 = 50.00 % 35/497 = 7.04 %TP2 66 12/18 = 66.67 % 52/497 = 10.46 %TP3 88 5/18 = 27.78 % 23/497 = 4.63 %TP123 189 13/18 = 72.22 % 87/497 = 17.51 %Table 3. Test suites overage measuresbeause it resulted in too many symboli states. It ould be interesting to produe another abstration tostudy the overage results of the tests produed with the test purpose TP3.7.2. Results of Test Generation and Comparison of the Test SuitesTables 2, 3 and 4 give the results of our experimentations. We onsider the following test suites:� the LTG test suite, where tests have been generated using behavior overage riteria with overage ofonditions and deisions (C/DC) and overage of boundary values for the operation parameters;� the three test suites TP1, TP2 and TP3, where tests have been generated using respetively the testpurposes TP1, TP2 and TP3 as dynami overage riteria.Table 2 indiates for eah test suite the number of tests omputed, the average number of operation allsper test sequene and the minimal and maximal number of operation alls per test sequene.Table 3 presents the state and transition overage ahieved by eah test suite as well as by the union ofthe three test suites generated using the test purposes.The omplementarity of a test suite e1 w.r.t. a test suite e2 is denoted as omp(e1; e2). We measure itas the ratio between the number of transitions overed solely by e1 (i.e. not by e2) and the full numberof transitions overed by e1 (possibly inluding transitions also overed by e2). If ov(e) is the number oftransitions overed by a test suite e, then omp(e1; e2) = ov(e1[e2)�ov(e2)ov(e1) .We need additional overage results given in Table 4 to measure the omplementarity of the test suitesissued either from LTG or from the test purposes:� TP1 [ LTG, TP2 [ LTG and TP3 [ LTG give the overage ahieved by the union of eah test suiteissued from the test purposes with the LTG test suite;� TP123 [ LTG gives the overage ahieved by the union of all the test suites.The last two olumns of Table 4 give the perentage of transitions that are not redundantly overed by thetest suites of LTG and by the ones issued from the test purposes.Test suite ℄ tests State overage Transition overage omp(LTG;TPi) omp(TPi; LTG)TP1 [ LTG 100 9/18 = 50.00 % 63/497 = 12.68 % 28/33 = 84.8 % 30/35 = 85.7 %TP2 [ LTG 131 12/18 = 66.67 % 83/497 = 16.70 % 31/33 = 93.9 % 50/52 = 96.2 %TP3 [ LTG 153 6/18 = 33.33 % 51/497 = 10.26 % 28/33 = 84.8 % 18/23 = 78.3 %TP123 [ LTG 254 13/18 = 72.22 % 109/497 = 21.93 % 22/33 = 66.7 % 76/87 = 87.4 %Table 4. Measures of the Complementarity of the Transitions Covered



Generating Tests from B Spei�ations and Dynami Seletion Criteria 157.3. Report and Conlusion About the ResultsThe overage evaluation orroborates the fat that the tests generated using test purposes as dynamioverage riteria omplement the tests generated using stati riteria.Table 2 shows that the average length of the tests generated from the test purposes is between 2.7 and 3.8times longer than the tests generated from stati seletion riteria. Table 3 shows that the tests generatedfrom the test purposes over up to twie as many states and transitions than the tests generated from statiseletion riteria.The �rst part of Table 3 shows that the test suites obtained from test purposes give a better overageof the states and transitions of the abstration than LTG, exept for the last test purpose TP3. The betteroverage {suh as 66.67 % of states and 10.46 % of transitions for the tests generated using TP2{ is due tothe fat that test purposes were designed to test the aess ontrol, and that the abstration has been hosento fous on it. The poor overage results obtained with the third test purpose are due to the fat that theabstration was not suited to TP3 (see Se. 7.1).The results given in Table 4 learly show that there is little redundany between the tests issued fromLTG and the ones issued from the test purposes. Nearly 85% and more of the transitions overed by theLTG tests are not overed by the test purposes ones, and vie-versa. There are two slightly lower ratios.\Only" 66.7% of the LTG tests di�er from the union of the ones issued from TP1, TP2 and TP3. This isnot surprising sine the intersetions of the LTG tests with eah of the three test purposes are put togetherby this measure. We also see that less than 80% of the TP3 tests are omplementary to the LTG ones. Thisomes again from the abstration not well suited to TP3. Nevertheless, the ratio (78.3%) remains good.Finally, we think that All-Transition-Pairs overage riterion (every pair of adjaent transitions in the statetransition model must be traversed at least one), whih has not been studied in this paper, ould also serveour intention to show the omplementarity of the di�erent test suites.These results show that we have inreased the overage of the system {in partiular, the aess ontrolpart whih is observed by the abstration{ by generating test suites from the three di�erent test purposes.These results also show that the test purposes that we designed lead to omplementary test sequenes w.r.t.the tests generated from stati seletion riteria.8. ConlusionWe have presented in the B framework a method for generating tests from test purposes in a behavioralmodel-based testing ontext. We have performed experiments on the industrial smart ard platform IAS.This experimentation shows that the tests that we have generated are omplementary w.r.t. the stru-tural ones [BLLP04, SLB05℄. The method makes use of already existing material, written for model-basedstrutural testing: the behavioral model, the onretization layer and the test exeution environment. Theapproah also re-uses the set theory onstraint solvers and the algorithms for preamble searhing of a testtarget. Additionally, test purposes are written by a test engineer to desribe his test intentions.We havepresented a language dediated to the expression of the test purposes. The language allows the tester todesribe operations to be alled as well as states to be reahed. Writing a test purpose needs good expertisein the model of the system on behalf of the tester. He must express the set of exeutions for whih he wishesa test seletion by a test purpose. But the expressivity of the language that we propose makes their desrip-tions easier, thanks for example to the use of regular expressions. In general, it would be far more diÆult,if possible at all, to drive the stati generator by transforming the behavioral model and/or adapting thestati seletion riteria, in suh a way that it �nds similar tests to the ones generated from test purposes.The method easily ensures the traeability of the tests generated to the original test purposes, sine thetests are omputed from them. Also, with the traeability mehanism for funtional test generation that weuse, we know whih operation behaviors have been overed.Among the works on Model-Based Testing, some use stati (or strutural) test seletion riteria [EFHP02,BLLP04, UL06℄, applied to the behavioral model. Some other works apply dynami riteria. Our works �t inthis seond ategory, and omplete a test generation environment based on stati riteria. Dynami seletionriteria target spei� lasses of exeution of the system. The aim is to test dynami properties suh assafety properties, seurity properties (aess ontrol [DJM08, PMLT08℄, integrity, authentiation, et.), andpartial availability properties alled possibilities in [CJMR07℄. In the previous ited works, dynami seletion



16 J. Julliand, P.-A. Masson, R. Tissot and P.-C. Bu�eriteria are desribed as input-output labelled transition systems. We have alled test purposes these dynamiseletion riteria.Many other works use test purposes as seletion riteria to extrat tests from a model. The test pur-poses are desribed by temporal properties in a temporal logi [ADX01, TSL04℄, input output Labelled (orSymboli) Transition Systems ioLTS (ioSTS [JJRZ05, CIVDP07, FTW05℄), or use ases [GHN93℄.As in all these approahes, our method performs the synhronized produt between the test purpose anda behavioral model. Two points make our method di�erent from the approahes with properties expressedas temporal logi formulas. On one hand, the test purposes express a test intention from the tester by aombination of state sequening (as in temporal logi) and operation alls (whih does not exist in temporallogi). On the other hand, the test generation tehnology is di�erent. Temporal logi based approahes usemodel-hekers, that generate tests by exhibiting ounter-examples. Our approah uses onstraint solvingtehniques to perform symboli exeutions, on symboli values of the parameters of the operations. Thus it ispossible to treat in�nite data domains, thanks to strategies of stati seletion of �nite sets of representatives.Finally, the approah [ADX01℄ uses property mutation tehniques, based on syntatial transformation ofoperators. In our approah, the tester ombines a test need with a property, whih an be seen as a semantimutation of a property. Our mutations introdue modi�ations in the sequening of operation alls while theautomati mutations transform the propositional or relational operators used in the atomi onditions.Our approah di�ers from approahes suh as the one adopted by TGV [JJ05℄ (resp. STG [JJRZ05℄)that use IOLTS (resp. IOSTS) expressing operation alls, with no information on the targeted states. Theseapproahes use onstraint solving tehniques on data in integer and boolean salar domains. We also useonstraint solvers on more omplex data strutures of set theory domains, in order to fully treat the behav-ioral B modelling language (sets, funtions, relations and sequenes). The approahes with IOSTS also usesymboli exeution tehniques by abstrat interpretation, to redue the size of the synhronized produt.The unreahable states are suppressed by over-approximation. This abstrat interpretation allows treatingsymboli models. Our approah uses a symboli model to evaluate the tests overage.In [SML06℄, the authors present a test ase generation algorithm from B event systems and use asesby re�nement. There are three main di�erenes with our approah. Our method reuses abstrat B mahinesand a onretization layer CL dediated to the funtional test generation. Therefore we do not re�ne the testases. Moreover, our test purposes are more expressive use ases that ontain target state desriptions.As a di�erene with the preeding approahes, we have shown in a previous work [MJP+07℄ how the testpurposes an be automatially omputed, by modelling some test needs as syntati transformation rules thattransform behavioral properties. We are urrently working at identifying and writing suh transformationrules, based on the IAS ase study. This work needs to be developed by studying many other ase studies (forinstane, the mini-hallenge that proposes to design and verify a POSIX ompliant ash-based system [JH07℄)in order to produe rules suÆiently generi to be appliable to a variety of examples. Rules ould also beautomatially dedued from the syntati expression of a property, as suggested by [BDGJ06℄ for propertiesexpressed in JTPL, a temporal logi for JML.The method that we have presented works well, and is appliable to industrial size appliations as long asthe TPs are not too generi. By that, we mean that the onstrutions $op+ or $op�, although allowed by thelanguage, are not used by the tester. If no $op is used at all, then all the operation alls are expliitly de�ned,and we �nd their parameter values by animation of the behavioral model M. If $op is used with no repetitionoperator, it is still easy to instantiate it as an operation all: this is obtained by trying every operation at mostone. But when the onstrutions $op+ or $op� are used, the valuation beomes more ompliated. Indeed,every suh onstrution has to be instantiated, i.e. replaed by a sub-sequene of valuated and expliitlyde�ned operation alls. This implies searhing amongst all the possible instantiations, one for whih thereare parameter values that ause the sub-sequene to reah the targeted symboli state spei�ed in the TP.There is a ombinatorial explosion of the possibilities. To deal with this situation, we plan to generate anabstration of the system, based on variables and sub-domains identi�ed in the TP. We ould synhronizethis abstration with the TP. We would thus obtain a view of the system where the generi operation allshave been instantiated. We ould use this view to generate tests from a stati seletion riterion, suh as theoverage of the states, or of the transitions of this view. These tests would be symboli tests, in the shapeof a sequene of operation alls, provided with symboli values of their parameters. They would have to bevaluated afterwards from the detailed behavioral model. We ould also use the abstration synhronized withthe TP as a referene model to evaluate the tests overage. This approah raises two tehnologial hallenges.On one hand, it is neessary to have a time eÆient tehnology of abstration, that an be applied in pratie.On the other hand, the abstration tehniques an fold bak sequenes of operation alls into yles. So, the
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